


1. The Relationship between SEO & Content Writing

2. Implement the 5 Step Plan





They go together, overlap and cohere. You 
can’t do one well without the other.

SEO Content SEO & Content



1.SEO is narrower and more 

technical.

2.Content writing is broader 

and more holistic.



… SEO makes demands

and

Content Writing fulfils them.





SEO demands content. 

Content delivers fresh or 

repurposed copy.



SEO demands keywords. 

Content capitalises on 

them.



SEO demands links. 

Content embeds them.



SEO demands great web 

architecture.

Content reinforces with a 

great user experience.



SEO demands constant 

care.

Content delivers relevancy 

& intent in a timely manner.



GET ACROSS

MESSAGE

YOUR MULTIPLE 
CHANNELS 

One of your aims …



The fundamental key to success with the need 
for clear and concise planning. Remember to 
map your strategy to your long-term business 
goals.

What Do You Wish 
To Achieve?







“Customers buy for their reasons, 
not yours.” 
~ Orvel Ray Wilson, 1984.



Segmentation

Messaging

Engagement

Measurement

Tone, Language, How to shift perception.

KPIs, Metrics, Analytics, Manage the ROI. 

Likes, dislikes, age, gender, opinions, attitudes, etc.

Platforms, Devices, Channels, How to reach them.



Convenience and Logistics for Engagement. How will the 
audience contact you? 







… the exact cause of most mental illnesses is not 
known, it is becoming clear through research that 
many of these conditions are caused by a 
combination of genetic, biological, psychological, 
and environmental factors -- not personal 
weakness or a character defect …

Need to shift 
users’ perception.



Understand 
the User 
Intent.



“Google isn’t looking to fulfil your intent, they’re looking 
to fulfil the searcher’s intent.”





1.Identify the Customer Personas
2.Narrow down on the Attributes
3.Quantify Relevancy









Competitors

The Market

Keywords

Terminology, Technological changes, Trends & Patterns, etc.

DNA, Business Models, Strategy, Processes, Benchmarks, Reach, etc.

Traffic-driving terms, Seed > Long-tail, Keyword Difficulty, etc.











H1 Tag

Int Links

Image 
with Alt 

Tag

Ext Links

H2 Tags



MORE OR LESS?



Keeping it relevant to the User is vital. Having a solid understanding of your target 
audience and ‘what they want’ really comes into play.

Test with different approaches and see what works.

✓Small digestible Paragraphs
✓Engaging Statistics
✓Informative Videos
✓Relevant Images
✓Infographic
✓Funny GIF or Memes

✓Quiz or Survey
✓Block quotes
✓Bold Text
✓Stories
✓Helpful Tips







This can have two meanings;

1. Embed new content onto your website

2. Think like your competitor, but better.



More focused and connected.

Taking one ‘thread’ and expanding on it.

Example: Mental Health – covers Anxiety, Stress, Physical Health, Exercise, Diet, etc.



You simply can’t create great SEO content without 
looking at the data.
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